Fishing Boat Game: How to Play

**Builder phase**
Select the empty spaces on-screen, and pick the pieces of the boat that you want.
The player must choose:
- A hull
- An engine
- A net
- And a name plate

After selecting your components, you can re-choose any of them by simply tapping the component again.

Once you’re happy with your boat, simply tap the launch button to get underway!

---

**Fishing phase**
To control your boat, simply tap once to the left and right of the boat, above the water to move it back and forth.

To send the net down, or bring it up, tap below the water.

Try to guide the net itself into shoals of fish to catch them. Then bring them back to shore in order to sell them off for cold hard cash!

However, be careful... Just because your vessel is the best for your wallet, does not necessarily make it the best for the environment!